
Seat belt detection kit
(To be pasted on the inside

of the driver’s seat belt)



Stick on the inside of the 
driver's driver’s seat belt slot

Stick on the inside of the 
driver's seat belt slot
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Buckle the driver’s seat belt The display “Bi” once to
indicate the seat belt is buckled
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Buckle the driver’s seat belt The display “Bi” 
once to indicate the 
seat belt is buckled
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Display will “Bi” twice immediately 
to enter working mode

The display will flashing in turn
with red & green lights until baby
left the car seat or the display 

is turn off.
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Unbuckle the driver’s seat belt
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The display “Bi” once to indicate 
the seat belt is unbuckled

The display will flashing in turn with
red & green lights until baby left the

car seat or the display is turn off.
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5. Baby is remained on the car seat after unbuckle the driver’s seat belt:



7. Baby didn’t sit on the car seat more than 15 minutes after ACC ON:



If sensor pad in low battery status

ACC ON, and baby sit on the car seat, when the system detectsthe sensor pad is in low battery

status, the display will warning and yellow light flashing for 3 times, then the light will return to green, 

and the system will back to the working mode.

If seat belt detection kit in low battery status

Buckle the seat belt, when the system detects seat belt detection kit is in low battery status, the 

display will warning and yellow light flashing once, then the light will return to green, and  thesystem

will back to the working mode.
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Buckle the driver’s seat belt,
then unbuckle it

After all parts are programmed, hold “SET” button, Then the display will warning to save and
exit the programming mode.

Note: 1.Only 2 sensor pads and 1 seat belt detection kit can be up to programmed.
          2.If there is no operation within 2 minutes, the system will exit the programming mode
            automatically.

The display will "Bi" once with 
yellow light flashing, then enter 

the next programing

The display will “Bi” twice with 
green light flashing, then enter 

the next programing.



DC 3V (2V~3.6V

DC 3V (2V~3.6V

>20N

Seat belt detection kit

The display and sensor belt detection kit are not programmed.

The seat belt buckles with inner wall thickness 7mm will affect the use of this part.

The sensor belt detection kit battery is low, please change to new sensor belt detection kit.

3. Sensor belt detection kit not work



2~36kg.

The system is also suitable for the vehicle with the CIG lighter has the electricity after flame out, but 

must be equipped with seat belt detection kit.

The sensor belt detection kit is only suitable for seat belt buckles with inner wall thickness 7mm. 

If not, may lead to seat belt buckle monitoring failure.

1. This system is designed for reminding drivers to take their baby with them whenever 

    they leave the car.

2. STEELMATE does not take any responsibility for any accident happen because of 

    negligence.

3. This system is designed for a reminder purpose only, not a lifesaver.

4. Before using this system, please read the manual carefully.
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The vehiclewith the CIG lighter has the electricity after flame out, must be equipped with seat

belt detection kit.

4.

5.




